
 

 

Dear member of KNIT Family, 

It is indeed a matter of great privilege to be associated with an institution that  has got 
the legacy of producing great all round talents, an institution that is known for carving 
out of an individual, an eminent personality, that has potential to excel in all 
endeavours of life.. . .Yes!! Our beloved KNIT that has always been providing the 
budding technocrats a platform to develop their all-round skills through various 
cultural, technical and sports festivals and continuing this saga of glory, this year we 
are back again with a furious battle of sporting warriors TVARAN… Acceleration 
beckons yet again! 

Yes - that electrifying aura of rampant aggression, that belligerent of mind and soul 
and that impeccable strive to reach the goal… As the memories of TVARAN’ 05, 08, 
11 continue to bring about goose bumps, the bosom of our beloved institution awaits 
for that rush of young blood again…  

As the whole KNIT family awaits desperately for the first mega event of the institute 
after regaining of autonomy, we are more than glad to inform you that this October, 
the wait is over – we are back with our most prestigious sporting extravaganza – 
TVARAN’13- the national level sports meet that shall witness the sporting warriors of 
the institutions all over India fighting out the battle of supremacy. 

 Imbibing in itself various lessons of life like perseverance, respect for authority, 
sacrifice, dedication, and most importantly the spirit to KEEP GOING, here on the 
behalf of entire KNIT  family, I proudly announce that adding up every single bit of 
passion and zeal, the most loved and revered periodic sports extravaganza of our 
institute- TVARAN is back, scheduled from 23rd-26th October 2013, clustered with 
high spirited contests of Cricket, Basketball, Athletics, Volleyball, Football etc, and 
also the various mind boggling competitions of chess and carom. It’s the time of the 
year when we cheer, we shout at the top of our voices, when every single point on the 
scoreboard brings joy and exhilaration amongst us, bringing us together and closer as 
KNIT Family. 

Needless to say, we seek your good wishes for making this event a huge and 
overwhelming success. 
 

Dr. Ajay Shekhar Pandey 

(CONVENOR - TVARAN’13)   



 

 

The sweat… the passion… 
The zeal… the aggression… 

The spirit to fly… up and high…  
Traversing miles in the wink of an eye; 

The strident spirit and the stringent strife, 

The playfield itself, being the stretch of life, 

Those sweat drenched bodies with belligerent mind, 
With ecstasy at peak and valour redefined; 

That plethora of passion in every heartbeat, 
conjuring up  victory from the jaws of defeat; 

As the sporting warriors battle it out, 
amidst the clamor- harsh and loud; 

YES… banishing excuses, banishing all hurdles and banishing pains, 
THE ACCELERATION BECKONS- That rampant saga is here again…! 

 

Bigger & better- This October…! 
It’s TVARAN..!!! 

 

 

 

-TEAM TVARAN’13 

 

1.Vipul Tyagi (Sports Secretary) 

Ph:7753903657 

2.Sandeep singh(Boys-coordinator) 

Ph:8765707970 

3.Subodh Baghel(Boys-coordinator) 

Ph: 7753903656 

3.Anupama Tomar(Girls Coordinator) 

 


